Sagnac gyroscopes with increased sensitivity are being developed and operated with a variety of goals including the measurement of General-Relativistic effects. We show that such systems can be used to search for Lorentz violation within the field-theoretic framework of the Standard-Model Extension, and that competitive sensitivities can be achieved. Special deviations from the inverse square law of gravity are among the phenomena that can be effectively sought with these systems. We present the necessary equations to obtain sensitivities to Lorentz violation in relevant experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sagnac interferometers [1] have a long history as rotation sensors and have found application in inertial guidance systems [2] . Increasingly, researchers are turning to these instruments for other applications including the measurement of geophysical effects and as a means of testing fundamental physics [3] . Some such efforts are aimed at measuring General-Relativistic phenomena including gravitomagnetic fields [4] . In General Relativity, moving masses provide additional perturbations to spacetime over sources at rest. When one considers the linearized limit of the nonlinear theory of gravity provided by General Relativity, these effects appear as a nearly direct analogue of the magnetic fields generated by moving charges in electrodynamics.
Light-based Sagnac interferometers consist of counterpropagating modes for light in a ring-shaped interferometer. The beat frequency between the modes is then observed. The noninertial frame effects generated when the system is rotated, as well as the effect of gravitomagnetic fields can be understood as breaking the symmetry between the clockwise and counterclockwise modes, which leads to the beat signal [4] . Matter-wave Sagnac interferometers are also in use and the analogous effect on matter waves [5] is among the effects utilized by these devices to sense rotation [6] .
In this work, we demonstrate that violations of Lorentz invariance described by the field-theoretic framework of the gravitational Standard-Model Extension (SME) [7, 8] can also be the source of the broken symmetry in interferometric gyroscopes and can broadly mimic rotating-frame effects in such systems. Hence sensitive interferometric gyroscopes can also be used to search for Lorentz violation in the SME [9, 10] .
Lorentz invariance, the invariance of physics under rotations and boosts, lies at the foundation of our current best theories: Einstein's General Relativity and the Standard Model of particle physics. Hence testing Lorentz invariance to the best of our ability is essential. Moreover, it is widely expected that General Relativity and the Standard Model, a pair of separate theories restricted to their own domains, are merely the lowenergy limit of a single more fundamental theory at the Planck scale. It has been shown that Lorentz violation may arise in * Corresponding author, jtasson@carleton.edu some candidates for the fundamental theory [11] . Hence a systematic search for violations of Lorentz invariance across physics may reveal hints of the underlying theory with presentday technology.
A comprehensive theoretical framework is an essential tool for a systematic search. The SME provides that framework for Lorentz-violation searches [7, 8, 12, 13] . The SME is developed at the level of the action by adding all Lorentz-violating terms to the action for known physics. These terms consist of Lorentz-violating operators constructed from the fields of General Relativity and the Standard Model coupled to coefficients (or coefficient fields) for Lorentz violation. The coefficients can then be measured or constrained by experiment and observation. The SME also provides a framework for theoretical study of Lorentz symmetry [14] A large number of experimental and observational searches have been performed in the context of the SME [15] . This includes considerable work in the gravity sector, where experiments and observations have been done following a number of phenomenological works [14, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Recent gravitational tests include those found in Refs. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The tests proposed here have the potential to compete with the existing tests above and complement existing discussions of Lorentz violation in interferometric gyroscopes performed in the context of other models and frameworks [4, 9] .
In the remainder of this work, we demonstrate how sensitive interferometric gyroscopes may generate additional sensitivities to gravity-sector SME coefficients. In Sec. II we review aspects of Lorentz violation in the SME relevant for the development to follow. Section III develops the form of the Lorentz violation signal in the systems of interest. We discuss some applications of this generic result to existing experiments and those under development in Sec. IV. Throughout this paper we use natural units except where otherwise noted along with the other conventions of Ref. [16] .
II. BASIC THEORY
The SME expansion can be thought of in analogy with a series expansion. Terms are classified by the mass dimension d of the Lorentz-violating operators added to known physics [26] . The action for the Standard Model and General Relativity consists of dimension 3 and 4 operators. Hence the leading Lorentz-violating corrections to known physics are asso-ciated with operators of mass dimension 3 and 4, which form the minimal SME. Higher mass-dimension Lorentz-violating operators are also of interest as models exist which generate higher mass dimension terms in the absence of minimal terms. In what follows we focus primarily on the gravity sector, for which the minimal and linearized nonminimal actions were developed in Refs. [8] and [18] respectively.
Post-Newtonian analyses have been performed for massdimension 4 and 5 Lorentz-violating operators to obtain the metric from the action in Riemann spacetime [16, 20] . In the analysis to follow, we consider only the leading contributions from Lorentz violation to a post-Newtonian expansion as the inclusion of subleading terms does not lead to additional interesting sensitivities in the relevant experiments. The following contributions to the metric were found at the Newtonian level of the post-Newtonian expansion:
Note that although these are Newtonian-order contributions to the metric, some will appear as post-Newtonian contributions to certain observables as they are multiplied by additional relativistic factors. Here U is the Newtonian potential,
where G is Newton's constant, ρ is mass density, and R is the magnitude of R j = x j − x ′ j , the vector pointing from the source position x ′ j to the observation point x j . It is also convenient to introduce the superpotential [16, 27] :
and the additional potential
The object s µν is a d = 4 coefficient for Lorentz violation that provides the relevant minimal gravity-sector effects. It is symmetric and traceless, hence minimal Lorentz violation in this limit is characterized by 9 components. The operatorQ j is defined aŝ
in terms of the d = 5 coefficient for Lorentz violation q (5)µρανβσγ , having symmetries defined in Ref. [18] . In the analysis to follow, the d = 5 coefficients appear in the combinations
n0knl jm + q (5) n jknl0m + perms), (6) where perms indicates all symmetric permutations of the indices klm. We express the 15 independent combinations of K jklm observable in this work in terms of the canonical set introduced in Ref. [21] . The coefficients for Lorentz violation can be understood as characterizing the amount of Lorentz violation in the theory. In accord with the discussion in Ref. [16] , the coefficients for Lorentz violation satisfy ∂ α s µν = 0 and ∂ δ q (5)µρανβσγ = 0 in the asymptotically inertial Cartesian coordinates used here.
We note in passing that the techniques presented here can also in principle be used to probe Lorentz violation in mattergravity couplings [17, 28] . Lorentz-violating effects associated with the source material can be incorporated in a straightforward way using the post-Newtonian metric presented in Ref. [17] . For matter-wave interferometers, the coefficients for Lorentz violation associated with the matter in the interferometer are also relevant and the associated signals have been presented elsewhere for other interferometer configurations [17] . Given the current strength of sensitivities in the matter sector, we avoid further consideration of matter-sector Lorentz violation in this work.
In the analysis to follow it is convenient to introduce three coordinate systems. A Sun-centered celestial equatorial frame with basis vectorsẐ aligned with Earth's spin axis,X pointing toward the Vernal Equinox in the year 2000, andŶ completing the right handed system is the standard frame in which SME sensitivities are reported [15] . We denote the associated coordinates T, X, Y, Z. We also make use of a set of coordinates aligned with the Sun-centered coordinates and centered at the Earth denotedt,x,ȳ,z. Finally, we introduce a laboratory basisx,ŷ,ẑ in whichẑ points vertically up,x points South, and y completes the right-handed set. We then introduce the following angles necessary to describe the location of any Earthbased laboratory. Let θ be the polar angle in the Earth-based coordinates corresponding to the colatitude of the experiment, and let φ be the corresponding azimuthal angle around the Earth measured from the X-axis. These coordinates and angles are shown in Fig. 1 .
When considering experiments with Earth as the source (ap-proximated as spherical), the potentials can be written
and
where M ⊕ is the mass of the Earth,r¯j are components of a position vector in the Earth-centered frame, andr is the magnitude of position. The quantity
is the spherical moment of inertia of the Earth. For later convenience we define the scaled spherical moment,
which has a value of approximately 0.50 [29] , as well as the symbol
Here R ⊕ is the radius of the Earth and n is a real number.
III. GYROSCOPE ANALYSIS
In this section, we review the aspects of interferometric gyroscope measurements of spacetime properties that are relevant for our analysis of Lorentz violation before applying these tools to the general theory of Lorentz violation above.
A. Spacetime Probe
Light
We begin in analogy with a metric-based approach to the analysis of rotating-frame and gravitomagnetic effects in photon-based systems [4] . Light-like trajectories satisfy the null condition
When g 0 j is nonzero in the proper frame of the experiment, 2 solutions for the time taken for a photon to travel around a loop emerge from the null condition for a suitably chosen loop. The difference in these times is the difference in the time taken to go around the loop in opposite directions. Considering measurements made in a laboratory at rest with coordinates x j L in a stationary metric, the proper time difference measured in this frame can be written
However in the analysis to follow, we consider the leading effects involving the first power of coefficients for Lorentz violation. Higher powers of Lorentz violation as well as Lorentz violation suppressed by post-Newtonian effects beyond the Newtonian level or non-inertial frame effects associated with the rotation of an Earth-based laboratory are significantly smaller relative to the leading effects of Lorentz violation, and they are not considered. Further, we do not present the standard Lorentz-invariant contributions to the interferometricgyroscope signal as these have been well-studied elsewhere [4] . With these specializations and the metric (1), it suffices to write
Continuing at leading order, the phase difference in the counter propagating modes per orbit is
where λ is the wavelength of the light. Hence the number of orbits per beat cycle is
The beat period can be written as
where P is the perimeter of the loop. Thus the beat frequency is
For the cases of interest here, the integral in Eq. (14) is most straightforwardly evaluated by analogy with Ampere's law, with g 0 j playing the role of the magnetic field. The curl of g 0 j then plays the role of the current density, which we call 2 Ω due to its relation to the angular velocity of the lab in the context of Sagnac experiments. Denoting with Ω (s) the rotating frame contribution to Ω, one finds, for example,
for a device at rest on the Earth, where ω ⊕ is Earth's angular velocity. For other contributions to g 0 j , Ω can be understood as an effective rotation rate, an analogy that is useful in estimating sensitivities to fundamental-physics effects. Continuing by analogy with Ampere's law, ∆τ can be written as the integral over the area enclosed by the loop as follows
wheren is a unit vector normal to the loop. To evaluate ∆τ it is convenient to introduce several angles. Let α be a polar angle in the laboratory measured from the laboratory z-axis ton, and let β be an azimuthal angle around the laboratory vertical from the laboratory x-axis ton. Figure 1 shows these definitions. For the cases of interest, the area of the interferometer is sufficiently small that Ω can be taken as uniform over its extent and the integral in Eq. (20) can be evaluated as a simple product.
Matter Waves
Though we consider light-based Sagnac gyroscopes in detail above, the notion of Ω as an effective rotation rate typically applies to matter-wave Sagnac gyroscopes as well. In atom-interferometer gyroscopes, an atom beam is typically split and recombined using light pulses in such a way that the beam paths enclose an area [30] . In these systems, the phase difference of the beams at recombination provides the signal.
In the context of Sagnac-like signals at leading order in Ω, there are 2 relevant mechanisms by which the phase is impacted: the phase accumulated during free propagation between light pulses and the effect of the light pulses [5] . The free propagation contribution can be calculated by integrating the Lagrangian around the loop. This calculation is completely analogous to that done for photons above, and it leads to a phase difference of the form of Eq. (15) with the wavelength given by the Compton wavelength of the interfering particles of mass m:
and ∆τ given by Eq. (20) . This result is sometimes conveniently expressed [6] in terms of the total time the particle spends in the interferometer T , the effective wave vector of the pulses k, and the initial momentum of the atoms p, in which case it is proportional to
The phase imprint due to the light pulses depends on the locations at which the light-atom interactions occur. Since Ω alters the path of the atoms through the equation of motion, a signal also arises here. For a particle in an Earth-based laboratory, the relevant parts of the equation of motion are
where v is the velocity of the atoms and g is the local gravitational field. Applying the solutions to this equation to atom interferometers [6] yields a leading phase shift proportional to k · ( g × Ω)T 3 . Though typically smaller than the freepropagation signal, the interaction signal offers other advantages and is sometimes used as the dominant rotation-sensing effect.
B. Lorentz Violation
In this subsection, we apply the general gyroscope results above, to Lorentz violation in the SME. We first consider the minimal SME, then consider higher-mass dimension terms.
The Minimal SME
The leading minimal Lorentz-violating effects on gyroscopes are described by the three degrees of freedom, contained in s T J . Due to its relative simplicity, we apply the above results to the minimal SME first. To obtain the dominant s µν effects on the beat frequency of laboratory gyroscopes, it suffices to apply the above methods with the metric (1) expressed in Earth-centered coordinates in a spherical-Earth approximation, where we find that the dominant Lorentz-violating contributions to Ω at d = 4 can be written
where s = s¯t¯j. Transforming the metric to laboratory coordinates would yield the usual Sagnac term along with Lorentzviolating corrections to it. Such suppressed corrections take us beyond Newtonian order hence they are not considered here. The Earth-centered components s¯t¯j are equal to the Suncentered frame components s T J up to terms suppressed by the boost of the Earth on its orbit around the Sun, a suppression factor of 10 −4 . Note that Ω (4) , which is proportional to the effective current density in the Ampere's law analogy, has no radial component. Hence laser-gyroscope loops havingn radial, will involve no leading Lorentz-violation signal from s T J . The explicit form of the polar and azimuthal components in Earthcentered spherical coordinates offers some additional insights into the structure of the signal:
The φ dependence of the signal in a loop oriented withn in the polar direction is 90
• out of phase with that of a loop oriented withn in the azimuthal direction, and the latter orientation is the only one with sensitivity to the Z component of s T J . Applying the procedure outlined above, we find
for the explicit form of the leading d = 4 contributions to the beat frequency in a laser-gyroscope system of arbitrary orientation described by the angles α and β and arbitrary Earthbased location specified by the angles θ and φ.
In the context of matter-wave interferometers, we also present the explicit form of the potentially useful combination k · ( g × Ω (4) ). To do so, we write k in laboratory polar coordinates again using α and β as the laboratory polar and azimuthal angles respectively, and take g as radial:
+ cos β cos θ(s¯t¯x cos φ + s¯tȳ sin φ) − s¯t¯z sin θ .
It should be noted that Lorentz-violating contributions to an effective g in the lab could in principle be of interest and can arise at leading order in Lorentz violation when multiplied by Lorentz-invariant contributions to Ω. In the context of our present focus on s T J and K JKLM these contributions are suppressed relative to those that arise from Eq. (27) . Coeff.
TABLE II. Amplitudes B n of cos nφ harmonics of the beat frequency appearing in (28) constructed as in Table I .
Mass Dimension 5 Signals
The signals generated by Lorentz-violating operators of higher mass dimension in gyroscope systems can be generated by following the same procedures used at d = 4 provided that the metric is available. With the metric contributions at d = 5 now available [21] as presented in Eq. (1), we present the associated signals in interferometric gyroscope experiments.
The results are most neatly expressed by characterizing the 15 Lorentz-violating degrees of freedom appearing in the d = 5 signal in terms of the 15 canonical K jklm coefficients introduced in Ref. [21] . While the form of the signal at d = 5 provides some experimental advantages, the associated expressions are more lengthy. Because Ω (5) , the d = 5 contributions to Ω, is particularly lengthy and provides little additional insight, we avoid presenting it here.
To present the key results in a way that efficiently highlights trends, we decomposed the expressions by harmonics of the angle φ, and hence harmonics of the sidereal frequency. The beat frequency in a laser-gyroscope system can be written
The amplitudes A n and B n containing the coefficients for Lorentz violation and the remaining angles describing the location and orientation of the ring are presented in Tables I,  II , and III. Entries in the tables take the form of experimentspecific numbers, again highlighting the feature that measurements performed with different orientations and in different
TABLE III. The time-independent contributions to the beat frequency appearing in (28) constructed as in Table I .
Earth-based locations will measure different linear combinations of coefficients for Lorentz violation. Note that the signal at d = 5 involves up to the 3rd harmonic of φ.
Proceeding to provide the analogous information in the d = 5 case, the combination k · ( g × Ω (5) ) takes the form
where the amplitudes C n , D n are provided in Tables IV and V using the same structure as in the case of f (5) b .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
In this section we offer some additional comments on translating experimental results into measurements of the canonical forms of the coefficients for Lorentz violation. We also discuss the sensitivities that existing devices and those in development are likely to achieve.
In the present context of Earth-based experiments, φ = ω ⊕ t + φ 0 . Here ω ⊕ is the Earth's sidereal angular frequency, t is the local sidereal time, and φ 0 is a phase induced by the fact that φ as defined in this work is not in general zero at the zero of local sidereal time. This will be true only for experiments performed at the longitude for which the Sun was directly over head at the equator at the moment of the vernal equinox in the year 2000. Based on data from the United States Naval Observatory [31] , this longitude l 0 ≈ 66.25
• . For experiments at other longitudes l in degrees, this makes [32] 
While Eqs. (26) and (28) can be fit to data from any lasergyroscope system, we point out a few features that may help identify a Lorentz violation signal among other signal and noise sources. With the exception of special orientations, the Lorentz violation signal contains both constant effects and effects periodic at the sidereal frequency and its harmonics. Such periodicity is not expected for the other signals with perhaps the exception of tidal disturbances. Moreover, the conventional effects such as the dominant kinematic effect of the rotating frame of the earth and gravitomagnetic effects do not generate signals for systems in whichn is alongφ making the existence and form of a signal in a system so oriented potentially of significant use. In addition to these special features, like the signals from conventional General-Relativistic effects, the Lorentz violation signal can be distinguished from the dominant kinematic effect via comparison with sensitive Earth-rotation measurements from sources such as VLBI.
The aim of devices under development is to measure general relativistic effects that appear in these experiments analogous to a rotation of order 10 −9 ω ⊕ , and sensitivity near this level has already been achieved [3] . Hence devices under development aim to exceed this level of sensitivity [3, 33] . Given the form of the effective rotation rate in Eq. (23), sensitivities to the s µν coefficients can be crudely estimated using SI units as follows
Here ǫ is the fractional sensitivity to ω ⊕ in radians per second and c is the speed of light. For ǫ ≈ 10 −9 , we estimate that sensitivities to Lorentz violation of order 10 −6 are possible. This suggests advanced interferometric gyroscope experiments are likely to be competitive with other laboratory [25, 34] and perhaps solar-solar system experiments [24] measuring s T J . Though they are unlikely to compete with constraints set by astrophysical observations [23, 35] , laboratory tests are often thought of differently due to the enhanced control and understanding available to experiments over observations. Though the specifics vary among the d = 5 coefficients, the dominant feature that appears when comparing with the estimated sensitivity to the minimal coefficients is the additional factor of distance to the source in the beat frequency (28) . Hence the d = 5 sensitivities can be crudely estimated as
which suggests d = 5 sensitivities better than 10 m are possible. Sensitivities at this level would be competitive with the best existing measurements of these coefficients, which currently come from binary-pulsar analysis [21] . The capabilities of laser-gyroscope systems relative to other kinds of tests can be understood from a combination of features. First, Lorentz violation entering the metric in g 0 j is typically suppressed in post-Newtonian tests by the relative speed of the source and test bodies. In light-based gyroscopes, this issue is obviated by the use of light to probe the metric. In comparison with the pulsar tests, Earth-based gyroscope experiments amount to a shorter-range test, which offers a relative advantage at d = 5, an advantage that could be expected to grow with mass dimension. In fact, interferometric gyroscopes may offer a novel system in which to search for shortrange velocity-dependent forces, a qualitatively new type of signal in the search for new physics. Table I .
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